Which Light Colour Is Right For You?
To the amateur, it’s quite easy to get confused by
light colours, but fear, not it’s simple!
In domestic lighting, there are three colours that are
generally advertised: warm white, cool white and blue.
Light colour is measured in Kelvin, and these three colours fall within a particular band on the Kelvin
scale:

Warm white colours tend to be a much cosier and intimate light, and are the most widely used
colour in indoor lighting. If you are looking for an intimate feeling light that isn’t too harsh on the
eyes then warm white is the colour for you.
Cool white tends to be a much sharper, crisper white, and tends to be used much more widely in
industrial spaces such as factories, however is also very popular in outdoor lighting too. If you are
looking for a crisper, cooler white to help illuminate areas then this is the colour for you.
Blue does what it says on the tin, it gives you a blueish glow that illuminates areas. The blue lights
we sell still give off a very bright light and can add a touch of class to an outdoor garden setting.
Many of our lights have replaceable bulbs, and even if the light you want doesn’t come with the
particular colour light you want, talk to us and in most cases we can replace the bulb.
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